Privacy policy
I am pleased about your interest in my website. For external links to external content I can not assume
liability despite careful control of the content. The protection of your personal data during the
collection, processing and use on the occasion of your visit to my website is an important concern for
me. Your data is protected within the framework of the legal regulations. Below you will find
information about which data is collected during your visit to the website and how it is used:

1. collection and processing of data
Every access to our homepage and every retrieval of a file stored on the homepage is logged. The
storage serves internal system-related and statistical purposes. will be logged: Name of the retrieved
file, date and time of the retrieval, transferred data volume, notification of successful retrieval, web
browser and requesting domain. In addition, the IP addresses of the inquiring computers are logged.
Further personal data is only collected if you these details are provided voluntarily, for example in the
context of an enquiry or registration.
This website uses Google Analytics, a web analysis service of Google Inc. (“Google”). Google Analytics
uses “cookies”, which are text files placed on your computer, to help the website analyze how users use
the site. The information generated by the cookie about your use of the website (including your IP
address, which is however anonymised using the _anonymizeIp() method so that it can no longer be
assigned to a connection) is transferred to a Google server in the USA and stored there. Google will
use this information for the purpose of evaluating your use of the website, compiling reports on
website activity for website operators and providing other services relating to website activity and
internet usage. Google may also transfer this information to third parties where required to do so by
law, or where such third parties process the information on Google’s behalf. Google will not associate
your IP address with any other data held by Google. You may refuse the use of cookies by selecting the
appropriate settings on your browser, however please note that if you do this you may not be able to
use the full functionality of this website. By using this website, you agree to the processing of the data
collected about you by Google in the manner and for the purpose described above.
You can object to the collection of data by Google Analytics with effect for the future by installing a
deactivation add-on (http://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout?hl=de) for your browser.
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2. Use and transfer of personal data
As far as you have provided me with personal data, I will use it only to answer your questions, to process
contracts concluded with you and for technical administration. Your personal data will only be passed
on or transferred to third parties if this is necessary for the purpose of processing the contract, in
particular the transfer of order data to suppliers, for accounting purposes or if you have given your
prior consent. You have the right to revoke a given consent with effect for the future at any time. The
deletion of the stored personal data is carried out if you revoke your consent to storage, if
your knowledge is no longer necessary for the fulfilment of the purpose pursued with the storage or
if your storage is inadmissible for other legal reasons.

3. Right to information
On written request I will gladly inform you about the data stored about your person. Security note: I
make every effort to store your personal data in such a way that they are not accessible to third parties
by taking all technical and organisational measures. When communicating by e-mail, complete data
security cannot be guaranteed by me, so that I recommend that you send confidential information by
post.

4. Use of Facebook plugins
I have integrated so-called plugins of the social network facebook.com (hereinafter “Facebook”) into
my internet presence. Facebook is a company of Facebook Inc, 1601 S. California Ave, Palo Alto, CA
94304, USA. A list and the appearance of these plugins from Facebook can be viewed at the following
Internet address: Facebook Plugins
Every time you call up a website of my internet presence that is equipped with such a plugin, the plugin
causes the browser you are using to load and display the visual representation of the plugin from the
Facebook server. This tells the Facebook server which particular website of our internet presence you
are currently visiting. If you are a member of Facebook and are logged in to Facebook while visiting
our website, Facebook recognizes from the information sent by the plugin which specific website of
my website you are currently visiting and assigns this to your personal user account on Facebook. If
you now activate one of the plugins, for example by clicking the “Like” button or by submitting a
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comment, this is sent to your personal user account on Facebook and saved there. In addition, the
information that you have visited my website will be sent to Facebook, regardless of whether you use
one of the plugins or not.
To prevent Facebook from transmitting and storing data about you and your surfing behavior, you
must log out of Facebook before you visit my website. To block the collection and sharing of your
visitor information through Facebook plugins in the future, you can obtain a browser add-on from
“Facebook Blocker” for some browsers by clicking the link below, please do not delete the browser addon while you wish to block the Facebook plugins: Facebook Blocker
At the following internet address you will find Facebook’s privacy policy with more information on the
collection and use of data by Facebook, on your rights in this regard and on the settings options for
protecting your privacy: Facebook Policy

5. Use the Google “+1” button
On my website I use the “+1” button of the social network Google+ (Google Plus) of Google Inc, 1600
Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, California, 94043 USA, (hereinafter simply referred to as
“Google”). Each time you visit a web page on our website that has a “+1” button, the “+1” button causes
the browser you are using to load and display the visual representation of the “+1” button from the
Google server. This tells the Google server which particular website on our website you are currently
visiting. Google logs your browsing history when displaying a “+1” button for up to two weeks for
system maintenance and troubleshooting purposes. A further evaluation of your visit to a website of
my internet presence with a “+1” button does not take place.
If you press the “+1” button while logged into Google+ (Google Plus), Google will collect information
about your Google profile, including the URL you recommended, your IP address and other browserrelated information, so that your “+1” recommendation can be saved and made publicly available. Your
“+1” recommendations may be displayed as clues along with your profile name and photo in Google
services, such as search results or on your Google profile (as a “+1” tab on your Google profile), or in
other locations on web pages and ads on the Internet.
At the following web address, you will find Google’s “+1” button privacy notice, which discloses
information about Google’s collection, sharing, and use of information, your rights, and your profile
options: +1 Policy
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6. Use of other buttons
I have added further buttons (social buttons) to make it easier for users of the respective platforms
to save a link to this website or to leave comments on the platforms. In this case, please note the
policies and privacy statements of the respective platforms.
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